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devolution of governmentito regions or for tyre taking of the risks that are

entailed in turning over "a public good" to privaFkenterOrise. 'As a sepnd

example, Swedish innovations are usually not_ transferable to other countries'

on groundi alo;ke of apecj.archarectertseics of Sweden. The country is very .

small (only eight million), culturally homogeneous, politically sophisticated

in social planning, andhaa'had until recently a system.of highei education

that'contained all of four or five institutions. Thelfolutioni that work'are k

embedded in the integration of a small country well into state planning.

differelp are the conditions of system-wide innovations as soon as we

observe nations of 50 million population (France, Gerlicy, Italy, Great

.Britain), let alone Japan with over_100 million and the. United States over 1
r

200 million, all .of which have educational authoritiesand interest groups

*

"that are'more numerous, more'fragmented, and, in many cases, more ideologically

contentious than'ttese of Sweden.

DEMANDS UPON MODERN HIGHEREDUCATION

A

Before turning directly to academic structure, we need to say a word

about modern forces that play upon them:- From the outside,and from within,

national systems of higher education are subjected to ainoliferation of.

pmands' The student clientele becomes more heterogeneoui, as higher education

moves from elite to mass numbers, Labor-force demands become more numerous and

varied: the division of labor proceeds steadily onward, subdividingold occur

'pations, creating,new ones, and upgrading still otheid, giving higher education

a preparatory* connection to many more fields of'endeavor than in the past.

At the same time, the fields of knowledge that are rooted inside higher

5
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9 education fracture into more specialties, and mpie fields are broUght in from

_._

.

the outside and made a part ofthe vasemixeure of fields. Thus, the inte rnal
4

-knoWledge base is itself a third major source of grater variety
'

do
Y

f'dtmand.

'

' * All these fundamental forces that press for appropriatestructhre also

.now operate at a pace.that is more rapid than-in the past. Thus each,system

at a whole, but net every'part of the system, is under pressure to.adapt more

quickly. The rate of chapga in itself becomes an itporeant fere ,and strut -,

-
tu-kal adaptiveness, in the sense of. quickness of response, *com major

concern orthdro-admi stration. But here we shall require long-tim? spans.
.

as fiames within whic to' choose among current policy' alternatives, since every

currefitpchalcie, Once institutionalized, beeames a source of rIgidity that might
.

...

1

a, ,

,.. .block innovations in the future. There' is little doubt that those who are

Currently fashioning systems, e:g., the Department ok Education and Science

in Britain, are creating future rigidities. The'problem is to shape systems

to ,answer current reqUireants while minimizing the resistance to future

ehaAges that will he as much needed in their day For example', adaptability

in the future is- probably helped'tf current changes are effected .by adminis-

trative or collegial discretion rather than written down in national law. But,

with West Germany leadfng the way in the West, the trend is in the opposite

direction, toward an elaborate jurisprudence of higher education that will

weigh heavily against experimentation and adjustment in the future. In

producing such long-term effects,, current cange-minded interest groups that

proceed throughlaw,may quite literally. not know' what they aft doing, or,- if

'

they do, care overwhelminly-that_eheir own special interest become more strongly
t

.
41.

,,
. .. ,

vested' in the structure at whatever the cost in-later adjustment.

et

ti-

`I I
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4

thatges that will be as much needed iu their day For example', adaptability

in the future i probably helped-if current changes are effected.by adminis-
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FOUR FORMS OF STRUCTURAL DIFFERENTIATION,

- -/ A
\ ..

__

. -

.With these pressures in mind,' I turn to the concept, of-differentiation
:-

in order to develop a scheme that can frame discussion of problems of.access.'
.

, N4%.,My basic propdsition'is: the possibilities of-changing modes ,of access' aet,*.
.

heavily conditioned by the structural-differentiation of academic systems;

lie.zan distinguish four kinds of differentiation, as occurring vertically

and horizontally, within,institutions and between them.4 .

Differentiation Within Institutions:. Horizontal

1
Hoiizontal differentiation occurs'within tfte lndivi4dal university or

_

follege chiefly in the.form of a division of_labor among fields of study. ,'
ft,

eThe_basic structure shows numerous c airs, institutes; departments, and .

faculties, arranged side bl side, thit'organizationaIly express the fields

and disitiplines. In apparently every system, these organizational units and

"..,,field" exhibit differential access! no matter how much access to_the entire
.

,
syltem .s opened up, there aresom highly seldctive fiends and some relatively

open fields. Medicine generally manages to be selective, as.do the hattlel

sciences, while the social sciences,and the humanities are much less so.l'irhe

reasOnslor the-differeces are often expressed in such pragmatic term as

limited labomatory apace and professional need,' But we may note that thd

structure of knowledge in thevarious.fields has,much to do with it....e

.

For example, most ofvu find at some point that'we,cahnot go,On in mathematicsi-
.

,

'for some, the stopping occurs in the secondary school', for;others, the washing- -
. .

out takes place in the first several years oftertiary education. Ieturns
7

,;out that there are individual differen6es in capacity to hanitle mathematical

1.

r
4

4
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Unowledge,-sotething that has became l measured There is awel.

..-

.

defir4te sequence of progression into and through that body of knowledge,

.

and most of us either vbluntarily remote ourselves from the progressiofi aft .7T:

.

'i.relatively early point or the mathematiciani seer 1

hOk me step by deriying.

If::

entry to courses for which we have not fulfilled.the prerequisites So

access.islimited,lither at the door of the institution,
.

major,or the 'door of the classroom. There is much self-,

e

the field in anticipation of a formal denial, and latera

10fields.

Thus, open '-access systems and open-door universities and colleges will

continue to have wit fiin t hem limited access -to certain fields, de 1221' or
.

the door of-the

selection out of '

1 movement to Other

de facto. Then the crucial matter becomes the ease of rateral movement

within the institution: internal transfer 113 part of the access ;problem.

If a student wants--.to become a physicist and enters the ,appropriate program

only tp find- after two years that the path to ,that goal is barred, what then?
1

If lateral movement is, easy, .as in changing majors in American undergraduate
.

education., then the student rotates on to economic's or.political science. or

sociology or education oy business. Most Anicrican'campuses have at least a

v
.handful of majors in which persistence alone will bring completion, and

career choices are made`accoreqngly. In contrast, latefal movement may

,often be extremely difficult, as in the case of 'highly'autonamous Faculties

within European universities or at the graduate level of American universities,
t

and, indeed:At inst 1.e, once aduanced levels of specializationitarereached.

In sum:, imbedded in the horizontal differentiation tf universities

and colleges is differential access to constitue units. While the insti-

tutions may. vary'great,ly in the magnivde,of th fferentiation, the most
At

4

1
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v. fateful difference is the ease or difficulty Of laferaLmovement. ,fikcess.
. .

. .

.

- % 0 -

tensions are tkeneby increased or decreased: one way to/reduce such tensions

,
'1,1_.

is to make internal mobility easier. 4. .
)--

,
.

v ...,

Differentiation Within Institutions: Vertical'

4 . . .

Vertical differentiation of the location of actixities and programs
,

. __
.. . -

N ! . '

''.. ' Within individual institutions is even more interestfng_thart the horizontal,

The differentiation centers on levels of training and certification, and
, I

moreltrecisely on the organizational units that.ire responsible for the
. v

levels. To-simplify,we may spetic of one-tier and multi-tier systAs.

The, one -tier system, hag been found' in the European mode of academic' orenization
) . '.' t

4 in which the professional school is entered directly after completion of the

4

I 1

secondary level The student enters immediately Into medidine, or law, of

architecture or othpr professional-fields; or, enters one of the natUral

. r
sciences, social sciences, and humanitles on a .similar basis that he is

, i., . - 1

entering into a-field of specializatfon. The. first majordegree certifies

professional dOmpetence: fn'some countries it is the only degree that cdunts

for much, as in the case of the Italian.reurea;. and, in others, a second or
,

______
t. . ,

e,
\,'N, .'

' third d'eg'ree is' available to only a fec4, as in the Japanese case where a
_

graduate levelltas had a very low ratio of students 'to the undergraduate

.In such structures, hfstorically, strongunit.s 'of organization aboVe

the first.degree have not been neadadand stabitoday are either absent or

only- weakly developed. In Italy, there is still a problem of differentiating,

a second and third degree. In othe'r countries where there is something like
p

the Ph.D., it is handled by the same faculty unit that concentrates its

'

.

energtes in first-tier operations. The "Faculty" does all..

#

1

od
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1_,The contrasting situoitioh is a clearcut two tiers where the first
. -

:1 .- .. :.1 4.
4 -

;7-
.

..... = 4-
level is largely involved in genvalkir liberalsectucatiON with limited I

.
, \

specializatlon available as students choosga majoo in afield of concentrated

.
.

.

..
e eI

ti

I

.
study. 'Here the first major degree generIlly does nod`certify prOfestional

. .--
. ,

competence, as in the case of the beeheloV'e degreein.the\ynited States;

-andit does little to open doors to.specialized lines of work SpecializetiO
1 ..)

finds its home in a ilecciffd.tier that is clearly set off in a distinctive

pee- .
,

44

,

graduate school and in separate professional schools that ,can only be entered
N 4

.1 '!after r$4Pletion of tile first level. This structure developed in the United'Al.
, .

,-,
. ,

-States in part because we had the Undergr ate college in place before
.
the

. ..__.

University mode of organization tame along in the'secondbalf of the nineteenth' ''=.

I

century. The second tier offers professional certification and certificatiod,'.

Of capacity in specialized fields.

In multi-tier arrAgements we find a parallel to the way,-in which the

secondary level haaservetraditionally'es a'screening device for higher

education. As the 'secondary Level has become universal, the screening

f unction moves up a level: then the first leSpel.withiv higher education '

must'screen.for second,' third and fourth level's: One imagine
3

tiP

process 'moving 6p.and'up. Jupt as the American,high-sch41 diploma became

0

r

virtually an automatic award so may the American bacheforls degree'inotiie
,..

, . . .? /be assuredto those who persist. -If that takes place, then, graduate schools _
,

will use a first tier within-their own operation to screen more ,for advances t
.

C t .
work. Screening is always' in the picture: the Ph:D. screens for a post-

,, 4 J.
.

' . . .. .

doctoral level that is now embryonic in 'several societies; the Medical degree

screens for advanced_medieak-training.

Thus, the multi - level - system can combine open and limited access, face

ikdifferent'difeqtions,-aridhandle different,functions. Rut'in a single-tier
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. --.. . (416.
system,:the o#e_level has to do evet'yihkng dnd'tHe tensions hive to be,mhch

..,

r,

greatef. In addition, all the tensions of access of the whole system are

typically recapitulated inside each institution. All the tensions of access -

r

to the entire national system,of Itel.y are recapitulated'in the Univeistfy.

of Rome, or' the unirsity of Naples, or thaUniVersity-of Milan, and, in .

each case, at essentially one level of organizatiOn.

Single-tier systems, facing:the demands earlier set forth; are now../ .

strongly inclined touinnovate by turning the, first year or two yea v3 of

2...,_

study -into, a screening device, implicitly if not'fotmaIly. As A ,result of ,

. . -.., ,

the European version of the open door (all who navigate1their way through

appfppriate secOnda:Vschobls Ire automatically admitted), large waves of

study s wash intothe.first.year, But testing hurdles are how\increastngly

placed'at the.end of, he first year or the secorid year to wash out many '

students n4 reduce. the wave to manageAble size. We can predict that single-

tier vysteds will tenet() bkome Multiple-tier systems' in one way or another,

.
in order to couple opdn access with limited acceis. They 11 move into

1
1

ltiple degree levels, including a short -cycle arrangement .that'gives a'
-.1 .. . ,..

degree below what historically has, been the first professitnaq degree. Ttiay
e . P'

,

are likely'to Eind.advantage in setting off graduate work distinctively in .

. .
1

,
an administrative unit of its own, and more post-gtadUate work will

.e.

gradually

evol;ie beyond-what.is currently the highesqprofessionaldegree We can

'imagine et:/least five-level systems, since the United Vete& already exhibits_

1
four: a two -yea' Associate in Atts,degree, wed 'to mainly by the community
. ,

l_____ _

colleges; the historic Badhalot's degree, well. supported in ilndergrilUate
. .

_._

4
units;. the Master's degree and the Ph.D. degree, bok rooted in graduater.

I .

. i
.

. .

..). ,
. \,

'a
.,

.6

t
4
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school units (with- a
,

single professioat-degree that is the business of
- 'r e . . /

, .."' -,
dit postgrachiate profestional.schools). Butniore on this; when we Come to

,, 1.....,
. . .

. ,

speak of %,e4ical differentiate;* yaohg, iiiStitutiohs.

: . c
at A- A a

--,,,
In sun: the nature' of veet/oat,1,.diffirpitistiyn of programs within

. . .

* :.

academic institutions cOnditions' their problems of access. In current

c.
,

. decades, an increased degree of differehtiatlon Ufa fundanentat

,

.

re sponse

-,,
.

to the problqp of coupling open and limited access,. When we ask of certain
..

1 ,..

v-'
national,systems, now preeminently tht American, how come they are able

. simultaneously tpperTorra contradictory and even itreconcilable operationav
. .

1r )

part of the answer slound in extensive vertical differentiation. Different

4

interests? Then, differenblevels.

.

V.

Differentiation Among Institurbans: .Horizontal

.HorizontalAifferentiation among institutions mainly takes the -form

of sectors'. We.can note empirically. thtee arrangements. One is the single

.-..-

seCtor found when a nationalized set jo univeriitles monopalites.higher

education in a country. '"Thsecond is a binary or multi-type differentiation.

of = Institutions -- the'unlveraity, the teacher-teainingcollege, the techno-
,

:,-

logical schoOl -- with all, types undtr the same pUblic,purse-aid serving as
,.

.,

major parts of a.single' aystene. The thiratii a nix, of sectors that inclodes
to

.

,-.6ne.or moreprivate ones together -with state-sponsor ed ones. Italy 'is.an

'ixample of the first, England of the second, and,the United States of'the'

third.
.

In comparativeerspective, the differentiation of instittitiOlal types
__,)4

in the AAriCati system,theni2.stsextremein.tire world, is staggerin The
. k

(
)-
simplest mapping still produces five or six-types: the private university,

,
. 0 . .

. %.

O

L .
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Commission in the early 1970s,to he a little more precise, p'roduced over ten

.

,

.

2

impprtant,categories, even leaving_the pub1,14-private distinction aside,

to

10

,

P;

I
4-

tli,e public university, the private college, the state college,

cOmmunity,colrege; and "aWothers",-- amelange

schools medical school's, at schools, etc. An effort of the Carnegie.

the two-yeir

of, detached theological

And. with some 2,800vto 3,000 IhStitutIons to be.encompfissed most primary

categories 9ntain great variation. Eor example, the "private university'
.

.:sector.contains not only the high-endowmerit research universities to.WhiCh.

)

we typically poin't.bUt also, in greater number, bothsecular and'tatholit

r :
Oa=

institutions that have

research, and,- muchvas

,*

little%or:na income IrOm endowmenC,.(16 little ori.nd
. S

in the Japanese private institutions, operate with

,

high studentlteather ratios that allowmost costs to be' overtd by income

from student tuition:
(

Japan also exhibits considerable differentiation of:sectora: the

,imperial universities;. other public institutions; private universities;

priyate colleges. The Japanese ,have astonished all of 'us 'Pho 1h V6 assumed

.

that mass higher education will naturallyfall upon the public p

.

moved-into mass Higher educati)nmainly by-expansion
*
9f the priva

rse by hdving

sector.

/ They went mbre "mass" by going more "private'," so that now some 75 to 8.6.7.

.

.

of student enrollment, in Japan if ih,the private sector, financed by the

6.

tuition,payments oftheJapanese middle class. however, the Japanese-N.10w

-, worried increasingly_absut lowqualityin this' sector ,-

of "more mtaning'wOrse" -- and In the 1970s 'the national

apparently a case

government

,

increased the flow of public monies to it, with, of Course, some..Z4Uidelines"

to raiss standards. But even as the private institutions become Tribre quasi-

. .
f,

,

rd.

I.
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public th eVer before, they%retain0meaningful.differentiation from the

1several types of pmblic institutions,-especially the imperial upiversitie4

in whichtigh status has been imbedded.

Whitever their,problems,the American and"Japanese-systems have found

Sectorial differentiation advantageous in helping to plunge so far into'inass

'-higher education... The most difficult problems occur when.differentiation of

sectors is minimal. When-countries have largely a single sector, the

nationally"- supported public university, that sector must handle al the

heterogeneity mtvodern mass. higher education. It must absofb all the

students, whatever their diverse-interests and capacitieS,Terform all the

functiori,Sild-iespond to all.the expectations that are laid on modern systems.'

'.-
Illi'Our European colleagues

.
..- .

.,

_with overload. The universities are

I.'

with a gain in one function producing high costs, h negative effects,

in another function. For'example: Torten Husen has expressed- deep concern
.

,

.
.

about the fate of the research function within the Swedish university, ,as
.

so many of their central universities plagued

sawed by contradict, functions,

the attention of government and its central educational ministry,becomes
-.,

heavily'concentrated on another function, that of preparation of'the under-
,

graduate.

Whet,, then, ere_ the 1:solUtions" Ito prOblems of mass access inIthe

-systems with little or no differentiation of sectors? "One is to go on caging

everything a university but to allow and encourage the variation that already

existsmander that label' to widen. Anyone who--knows the Italian or French

scene knows that ender the same label and official stamp of'4nttituptonal

equality there are significant institutional differences: ,attending a hilltown

I

14
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0
university ip Italy that has only a faculty of phorreacy and a faculty of

..,

law is not the same thing as going to the Univers$ty of Milan or the University

,

'of Rome. Such de facto differenttation can be manipulated by public pOlicy,.

I

.. .

and, /lilted, by'lboal ambition and entreprdeursittp. Different mixtures 'of

prograMs at different places, with even some universities becoming-more'

I

specialized while others become more comprehensive, can be a partial counter-
.

_Part to explicit Separation of sectomand tsVery likely toloctir in systems

where tradition and, politics dictate the use of essentially one label for

Units titat educate beydnd the secondary level.

,second solution is to.move some of the,traditiopal university functions

to the outside as the new ones crlipwd ln., Sweden might well decide-to move

research increasingly outside the university, "mahaging""research ih a separate

., 1

structure of'tesearch institutes. After all, there has been much experience
. '. . . ,

with this form of differentiation in'France, Eastern Europe, and the U.,S.S.R:,
. -

with great variation in the specific patterns. Specialized training can also

,

be more assumed by industry, enlarging the educational sector composed of
f.

classrooms in the factory and the firm. Or, specialized training may be
:

more assumed,by schools supported 404pinistries other than the ministry of

.education, unitsy of government that have different.Missions, constituencies,

and responses than those of the mainline educational bureau: One need not .

be cyh/cal to assume that various governments have, and'will, cOnaider"these

ways-of protecting valuable operations, when pirticipation and politics come

to absorb the energies of university faculties and point their development
.

, .

in directions hot desired by chose occupying positions of central governmental-
'

power.' The response ii: "Let them have thetr'playpen6 -- but we will funnel'

,./

4.
,
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research monies into separate institutes isolated from the madding crowd

and train for top grades in he Civil service by amans of special schOols."
, _

r-

The handling'of contradictilns between openand limited access is

gasieet in the multi- sector systems/ -1- a pointtouched.upon in earlier

discussions by "Boyer and-Husen since, differential access among sectors
--

can be established, maintained,'and legitimated more readily thanvisible

differentials w/ttlin a girlie system Here agafn, however:ttiiirkey-44:1

viability may be the ease of trans g fr6m one sector to another, the

tystem4ic provision of some avenues of lateral-movement. .Some years ago

Warren Willingham referred to Uwansferring as the number two access problem

,3 4

in the American system. The movement of students from one college to

'another, we may note, is largely moVemOtt frovone sector to another,,

, r

from two-year places to four-year places, from four-year places to universities,_

etc. That movement, in the 1966s, amounted to liver 500,000 studehts'a Year.

This inter-sector-mobility abates seta of the tensions of differential

-

access,-since it offers later alterations in the sorting occasioned in the

; - 14It' first cut of entry.

r

Differentiation Among Institutionsz- Vertical

Tie question of Vertical,diiferentiatibn amohg_instituttons within

national systems brings us-to,the difficult and sensitive problem of a

prestige,Sierachy of lAttitutigas. Official or not, there will usually,

-be-some' such prestige diffeeentia, usually heavily traditionalized and
.

deeply embe4ded in the spacial structure and cultyreof a nation. With

../

the differen4es in prestige; ther are commonly also diff9.rences in amount
e

lit
1'
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. of financial support. This is the most difficult kind of differentiation

to grapple with, especially as we attempt to reconcile it with egalitarian

interests.

The vertical differentiation initially comes-from the horizOntal.

If there is onlyone lector in horizontal differentiation, then there is

a possibility of having relatively little vertical hier'archy.in the system.,

If a country works for.-a century of century and-a half at tryitij to equate

',institutions, and have a national degree instead of an institutional degree,'

and elaborate an ideology that the state - warded degree has 'the same value.

for profesqional employment se matter where one studies, then the hierarchical ."

4, ,4
,

tendency can be diminished. While if a country has multiple sectors of

horizontal. differentiation, a steeper hierarchy fs more likely. Why most --

this occur? Because the-different sectors c4ill be handling different

functions and those functions will varyin social esteem. A unit that leads

to high-status occupations will 1 ranked by the general 'population above a

unit that. leads to lower-status occupations. A unit that does research

will, in most countries, rank above a unit that does not do research. \

Differential prestige among institutional sectors has received some

attention in research,particularly in the work of English sociologists,

who, in studying-the traditional *ondary level of the British system, -have

imade the, point that a parity of esteem cannot be achieved among institutions

4
that perform different tunctkons. So long as different schools performed

40.
different functions, with some routes vocational and terminal while-others

lead on to the, university, there will be a major degree of ipstitutional

hierarchy. The move toward the comprehensive schoOlln England has been

an effort to reduce the hierarchy of sectors.
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,Thus, horizontal differentiation will lead to some vertical ranking

or placement. The questions become how much hierarchy exists id each

system, what are the functions and dysfunctions of the vertical ranking,

what can'policy do to effect changesi and what will be the benefits and

costs of proposed changes. Official policy cap..work to redyce a high degree

of vertical ranking, and democratic doctrine can be used in education to blur

and soften sharp edges of invidious 'distinction. Bli it is uot to,be supposed
. _

that hierarchy can be, eliminated, a seatch that is on a par with the i 1

of a classless society. No satiety has_ ligyred a Way to effect eq6ak s

.
for all occupatiods, nordtor the training institutions that, above -the level

of common education, must provide specialized routes to ocdupations that

require advanced pieparationEven iftwe coula equate all colleges and

"universities in their social ranking in an advanced industrial society,

the price,in nction 14Ould probably be too high. For there is so much

that higher education is involvedin and does that is well- served apparently

by some.hierarchy of institutions -- and especiall&, the freAdym of institutions,

like inaililduals, to try to better themselves, even if this means asserting a
% .

persistent-clataCthat in regard to a certain functiOn .-- liberal education,_

a scientific research, community service -- we do it better than others.

Purposea'and,functions are inordinately complex and cannot be reduced` 6'

just one, which is the basic mistake of the paper by Astin that appeared

in the background reading of the first_week of this conference. 5
Astin's

logic makesthe simplifying assumptiOnctilat the purpose of public systems

oftkigher education is'to imlorove the performAnce,of the individual, which

"then allows a value-added approach tcr ow much institutions improve performance,

..7

IP

t
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whichithen can show \as much-gain for a' year of study by mediocre students lc

. .

in mediocre places as by outstanding students in outstanding places -- and

therefore differential prestige is &imply silf-servirig, and mischievous and

policy should move to eradicate it. But all the man2funcEions of higher
40

education cannot be subsumed under that simplified version of what higher'

education is about. It does not speak to the evermore, elaborate institutional'

arrangements constructed in modern "society for research -- the cultivation of

new knowled es a means of social progress and even, within the disciplines,

1

as an end in itself. Nor does it speak to the institutionalized, arrangements

in higher education for plibtecting and disseminating the Historically- received

knowledge component Of a society's culture. Similarly, col9unity services

are not readily subsumed under the single purpose of improving the performance

of the individual.

The point is to'keep the multi-puiPofse nature f higher educatiodin

mind in considering various'reco'Mmended access policies, since so' many tend

"\t'

to focus on equal access and treatment for all individuals in very large

systems and exclude consideration of effects of those policies on other basic

features. Simple approaches.that assume a simple reality lead to major un-

anticipated and unwanted effects: For example, it is unrealistic in considering

Changes in access policies not to consider effectson scientific research.

Certiinaspects of that function are highly esoteric` and expensive, and .are

served by concentration of resources, highly selectiveaccess, and merit-based

prestige rather thanecual d stribution of resources, unselective access,

and d'deMOcratiiation of prestige in which we are equally good because we are

alive and-attemptingto fulfill individdkl potential. And tbe great

1 t;

4
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simplification of issues soOften performed. byanalA.
to do with the .way decisions are actually made, as

in this conference as he depicted the hell-fire of-
r

some not, that-rained upon a state chancellor each dayiand the way that

ysts as almost -nothing

deacrib d by Boyef earlier

pressures, some legitimate,

-Officials have to AdjUbt their priortties from/one week to the next and

from one year to thenext.-At &minimum is,.with a clear head: --

the official has to wink with abroad profile of values and functions that

heed to be kept in some reasonable balance;

The vertical differentiation of sectors must be reserehed for its

effects not only on open aid 1 ited acceds1but also,on such values as

scientific progress, the tfansti &fon of traditional culture, particularly

in its More esoteric and sophisticated aspects, and differential traping

for advanced lines of specialization. A-number of important functions-seem

to be protected and served by vertical.ditferenti tion. In the United States,

a limited number of essentially rddearch universities group certain highly-

advanced activities in their graduate schoOls, while two-year colleges and
i##

four-year colleges have other roles that attend to other demands and activities.
0 a

The logic of the analysis developed earlier in discussing tiers with4 insti-

tutions applies .vetiOmore to tiers among institutions. tot only, can different'

.

purposes and functions Ae given due protection and development at the different

'tiers in an hierarchy of institutions but also open and limited.access can be

more readily combined. In the United States; the first tier is open, and
. r

. has been open for a long time in some. states; the Caiifornia mode of open

t .

i -

access via the two7year junior or community college was developed in the

1920s and 19306, backed hyUmportant presidents at the University of California



-and-Stanford University, and Vas wall in place by World'14,x,II. But the

-
,

higher 'tiers are' selective and in fact have .become more selective in the ,

quarter'of a'century. The vertical placement of'instttutions in the

. California mode has worked relatively well '..-'compared-not only to European-'
.

systems but Also to "open admissions" in New York City of the,post-1970'

perilpwhere political pressures, permitted less vertical differentiation

and the old noted four-year collegesbetame more diectly involved-in mass

Intry.. There the backing and,filling on differential access' to two-year

and four-year units has been great.-

Those,who attend to problems of access and offer advice on solutions
-.-

ca9not xesponsiblx escape the four aspects of differentiation on i4hich'4e

%.
.

Naveiconcentrited here. Complexity bf task and differentiation of structure

interact in a fundamental way. .A few systems that are already quite differen-

iated.may find their main drift in reform is to tighten a loosely integrated

national system, toward a happy middle ground of autonomy and coordination.

But most national aystems, possessing littlw,differentiation-relative ,to

7 .
modern task complexity, will be facing increasfiwly beavy pressure to loosen

their integration and in thatway seek a new balance between autonomy of

parts-and coordination bf wholes. Questions of access must be located in

r .,

th:ese broader murices of differentiated n4ional structures. If we, must .

. --
, _-/I A

have a key problem, differentiation is it. Evolved structural solutions .

. , . i

,

to increased task complexity will be the substructures on which "innovations"

in.access will succeed or flounder.

21,
0
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INSTITUTION FOR SOCIAL AND POLICY STUDIES

The mission of the Institution for Social and Policy Studies (ISPS) is
-Ito 'encourage and undertake multidisciplitiary research and educa-

tion. The ISPS is oriented to the exploration of social problems rather
than to the refinement of discipline:based methodology. In recent
lOars,.ISPS research has,focused on the problerrts of the city, educe-

4 tion, health service delivery, and on The modeling of social systems.
Currently, research is also being developed oo7Criminal justice, gov--
ernmental reform, erivironmerrt, income distribution, aging; the pOlioy-

. making process, and value problems in public policy. ISPS is not 11
consulting organization but an instrument for enriching the social
science! and rekted disciplmes in the University.

.

*ft

Institution for Social and Policy Studies
16A Yale Station (111 Prospect Street)>
New Haven, Connecticut 06520
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